WORK PROFILE
INDIA Redefined All India Youth Coordinator
1. Should contribute at least 1 hour daily online for INDIA Redefined works.
2. Accountable directly to the INDIA Redefined Core Team for the Youth Actions over the country
consisting of the Student Coordinators and the State Student Coordinators.
3. Has to keep a check on the work being done by the State Student Coordinators and Student
Coordinators by ensuring the timely submission of the monthly work reports.
4. A monthly report of all the youth work done should compiled and sent to Ms. Ranjana Kanti on a
monthly basis. The same would also consist of the region wise compilation of photos of activities
undertaken as well.
5. Answerable to all the State Coordinators and Student Coordinators for queries regarding the youth
activities. Direct communications with the Coordinators enquiring about the respective work done
when need be and when there is a doubt as to the activeness of a particular member.
6. Main focus will on the successful implantation of Youth based activities than on the INDIA
Redefined Campaigns.
7. All representations of the movement have to be done wearing the badge of the INDIA Redefined
sent to them and the given ppt. Template or INDIA Redefined banner which can be downloaded
from the website.
8. Work in close collaboration with the State Student Coordinators and the Student Coordinators.
9. Keep updated of the active and non‐active members in respect of the activities undertaken and as
per the reports submitted by the State Coordinators, Student Coordinators and the Interns. Keep a
database of all the members of the movement for cross‐check.
10. Have a strategic and development role in the movement which involves the use of conceptual skills
in terms of suggesting activities like new youth campaigns, implementing new Internship activities ,
sometimes repeating some of the campaigns like “I Care”, “Educate India”, “Youth Campaign of
Clean, Green, United, Peaceful India” and reforms in the movement to further increase its reach
among the citizens of the country.
11. Have to be consistently involved in creating awareness of the INDIA Redefined movement,
activities and campaigns in different segments of the country (wherever the All India Youth
Coordinator puts up and visits) throughout the year in order to involve maximum number of
people. Remember your target is to involve more and more youth under this banner to make
INDIA a Happy country, which becomes more achievable by more and more hands and innovative
brains of young people. For a movement to be successful this is the first and primary requirement
that people should know about it – and as All India youth Coordinator, this is your first and primary
duty also.

Mob. : +91 9004188844
E-mail : ranjana.kanti@indiaredefined.org

www.indiaredefined.org

IMPORTANT : All All India Youth Coordinators were made with their concurrence and should be
willing to devote sometime of their day/week to India Redefined activities. If he/ she do not
perform any action for 30 days without any valid reason, then he/she can be asked to vacate the
position to give opportunity to someone who is more willing to take on the responsibilities.

On behalf of INDIA Redefined

Ranjana Kanti, Founder
Disclaimer:







All the appointments are only for a defined tenure.
All persons have voluntary opted for the position & no remuneration in cash or kind will be given by IR for his/her services carried for
the said period.
All events, exhibitions, seminars, gathering of any kind which the individual conducts on behalf of IR will be his/her sole responsibility
and IR cannot be held accountable for any of individual's wrong actions.
Judicial proceeding, if any, with the candidate or IR will be under MUMBAI court jurisdiction.
All instruction from IR will be in mutual consent & agreement with the appointed individual or committee
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